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Welcome to this August edition of the LRG 
Newsletter!

Hot on the heels of our June issue, this latest edition 
puts the spotlight squarely on productivity. As 
freelancers, translators and interpreters often have 
to juggle completing assignments with sourcing 
new work and managing the business side of being 
professional linguists.

With this in mind, the LRG Committee hosted its 
inaugural 'Translators' and Interpreters' Toolkit' event 
in June, the aim of which was to help freelancers make 
the very most of the time at their disposal. On pages 
4 to 6, you can read Fuschia Hutton's insightful 
reflections on the sold-out session, which saw five 
speakers discuss the language and productivity tools 
that they regard as essential for professional linguists.

That review piece is accompanied by a very special 
guest feature on 'Deep Work' on pages 8 and 9. 

Penned by Carolina Casado Parras, the article puts 
the question: does being busy necessarily mean being 
productive? For those of us who are often driven to 
distraction while translating, this eye-opening piece 
considers novel ways of eradicating superfluous tasks 
to produce elite-level work.

Moreover, Maria Cecilia Lipovsek's 'View from the 
booth' column returns on page 7. In this edition, Maria 
Cecilia runs the rule over versatility in interpreting and 
the importance of opting for collaboration – rather 
than competition – with fellow interpreters.

Last but not least, Fuschia Hutton joins us for this 
month's LRG Member interview (on page 10) and our 
'Around the Web' column returns on page 11.

Without any further ado, please enjoy the content on  
offer in this August edition of the LRG Newsletter!

Nicholas Nicou, Editor

From the Editor
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Committee News

Chairman's notes

As we approach the last quarter of the year, we 
have a full programme of CPD and social events for 
members and non-members alike.  

We are particularly pleased to be holding a seminar 
for high-level business and conference interpreting, in 
association with the University of Westminster, as well 
as an event at the London Language Show, focussing 
on the transition from subject expert or specialist to 
translator.

In response to members’ requests, this year’s AGM 
and Christmas Party will be held on a Friday; we hope 
this will make for a more relaxing evening without 

the pressure of a working day to follow. We plan to 
expand the excellent buffet that The Glassblower 
prepared for us last year, and there will also be the 
traditional mulled wine and mince pies.

Prior to the Buffet, the AGM will review the events of the 
past year and present suggestions for the 2020 calendar. 
If you are interested in joining the Committee, to 
help develop our annual CPD and social programme 
or contribute to other aspects of the Committee’s 
work, please contact one of the Committee members 
(details on page 12). We meet approximately four 
times a year, generally for two-to-three hours on a 
Monday evening, at a central London venue.

Pamela Mayorcas, Chairman



LRG Tour of Europe in Six Wines: A Wine 
Tasting Evening 
Saturday, 14 September 2019, 15:00 to 18:00

• Venue: 65 Wavendon Avenue, London W4 4NT
• Travel: Turnham Green or Chiswick Park tube stations
• Cost: £20 per head

A new departure for LRG, Tim Andrews, a member of 
the Association of Wine Educators and of the Wines of 
Great Britain Training and Education Working Group, 
will take us on a tour of Europe, tasting wines as we go.

He will start by explaining the basics and essentials of 
wine-tasting and then invite us to taste and talk about 
half-a-dozen lesser-known European wines. 

He will talk about the history of each wine and 
explain the particularities of their geographical origin, 
grape, blend, and suitability for different types of food  
or occasion. After the wine tasting, there will be a light 
buffet of cheese, breads, and salads.

Please do join us for what promises to be an 
interesting, lively, and enjoyable evening in the 
company of fellow translators and interpreters.

To book: lrgwinetasting.eventbrite.co.uk

Joint event with UoW: Spotlight on High-
Level Conference & Business Interpreting 
Saturday, 19 October 2019, 10:30 to 13:30

• Venue: University of Westminster, 115 New 
Cavendish Street, London W1W 6UW

• Travel: Goodge Street or Warren Street tube stations
• Cost: £10 for LRG members; £15 non-LRG members

Based on our very successful Meet the Client series 
focussing on translation, we are very excited to be 
presenting this 'Spotlight on High-Level Conference 
and Business Interpreting'. 

The format will be similar to that of Meet the Client, 
with presentations from a magnificent line-up of 
speakers followed by an opportunity for participants 
to talk informally with the panellists at carousel tables. 

Finally, there will be a report from each group and 
a final Q&A session. Coffee/tea and biscuits will be 
available at the start and mid-way through the event.

We are indebted to the University of Westminster 
for hosting this event. Confirmed speakers to date are: 
Débora Chobanian, Jordan Lancaster, Maria Cecilia 
Lipovsek, and Maha El-Metwally.

Please note that this event is being held on a 
Saturday as interpreters can be required to attend 
weekday assignments at very short notice.

To book: spotlightinterpretinglrg.eventbrite.co.uk

London Language Show: 'Unconventional 
routes into translation'
Sunday, 17 November 2019, 12:45 to 13:30

• Venue: Olympia London, Hammersmith Road, 
Hammersmith, London W14 8UX

• Cost: Free to all

For 2019, LRG will be looking at the transition to 
freelance translation by teachers, lawyers, accountants, 
financial experts, and engineers wishing to make more 
use of their foreign language capability.

A panel of speakers will describe their personal 
route into the profession and explain how they 
learned to make more use of their foreign language 
capability, combined with their professional expertise, 
in order to achieve the complex task of converting 
technical and specialised texts from a foreign 
language. 

To book: www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/the-2019-language-
show-tickets-53014375424

London Regional Group AGM and Annual 
Christmas Party
Friday, 6 December 2019, 19:00 to 21:30

• Venue: The Glassblower, 40-42 Glasshouse St, Soho, 
London W1B 5JY

• Cost: £15 for LRG members; £20 for non-LRG members

In response to members’ requests, this annual event has 
been moved to a Friday evening. We hope to welcome 
long-term and newer members for a review of the LRG 
year, the Committee’s proposals for CPD and social 
activities for the coming year, and a splendid Christmas 
buffet, together with the traditional mulled wine and 
mince pies.

Members interested in joining the Committee for 
2020 are most welcome. Please contact one of the 
Committee members (see page 12) to find out more 
about the positions and work undertaken.

To book: lrgchristmasparty2019.eventbrite.co.uk

Committee News (Continued)Forthcoming LRG events
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The LRG Yahoo Group

The LRG offers a regular programme of CPD and 
social and networking events for its members. We 
also welcome non-members to these events.

For updates on all upcoming events, please always 
check the following social media:

Website: http://www.iti-lrg.org.uk 
E-group: uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/iti-lrg/
Twitter: @ITILRG

Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/ITI-London-Regional-
Group-420785661324621/ 

To subscribe to the LRG e-group, please send an 
email to: iti-lrg-subscribe@yahoogroups.co.uk

Welcome to our  
new LRG members!

Malcolm Gilmour
Helle Gulowsen

Patricia Hassan Mohamed
Katarzyna Kufel

Hannah Lawrence

LRG CPD activities for members

Nicholas Nicou presents a round-up of 
selected threads on the LRG Yahoo Group.  
Join the discussion!

Beware: scammers 
In July, a member shared an email they had received 
from someone purporting to be a language service 
provider. The main body of the email read as follows:

"Hello,

Can you please translate the 2 attached 
documents? When do you think you can 
have them ready? The price is 30$"

Beyond the interrogative tone – one poster commented 
that this was "more a demand than an offer" – this email 
serves as an important reminder for freelancers to be 
vigilant about new business opportunities.

The impersonal nature of the email and laughably 
low rate offered were perhaps the first indications that 
something was amiss.

One Yahoo Group member then donned their 
Sherlock Holmes cap and did some sleuthing, finding 
out that the sender in question had in fact been 
banned from posting on ProZ.

Finally, another member had taken a closer look 
at the email signature and seen that the generic 
privacy policy it contained had been plucked from an 
unrelated university's own notice.

Moral of the story? Approach any unsolicited emails 
you receive with caution.

Inter-ITI-group event postings
In my last column, I reflected on how the Yahoo  
Group can be a great place to find out about language-
related events.

While posts often relate to LRG-organised events 
and workshops, the past month has seen several posts 
relating to events organised by other ITI regional or 
specialist groups, which may be of interest to LRG 
members.

Among these is an enticing half-day event on finances 
– which has been organised by the ITI East Midlands 
group and is taking place in Market Harborough, 
Leicestershire, on 21 September – and an event 
entitled 'Marketing for Translators in the Digital Age', 
organised by the ITI GerNet Workshop and taking 
place on 5 October.

Be sure to check the Yahoo Group regularly to keep 
abreast of translation- and interpreting-related events 
taking place in London and beyond!
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Reviews of recent events

Tools. Where would 
we translators and 
interpreters be without 
them? I often think about 

this and thank my lucky stars that I 
am translating in the internet age. 
I imagine it would feel like cycling 
through treacle if we couldn’t 
quickly check terminology against 
different sources.

I received affirmation of this at a 
previous ITI LRG event hosted by 
CAT-tool guru Juliet Macan. Juliet 
recounted a memorable story from 
the early days of her translation 
career, when she had to run around 
an Italian town finding locals to help 
her figure out a fiendish translation.

And so, I had high expectations 
for the LRG's mid-summer event, 
'The Translators’ and Interpreters’ 
Toolkit'. The idea was simple but 
effective: five linguists, five tools 
each. And my fellow linguists 
certainly agreed – the event 
quickly sold out. With talks from 
Richard Lackey, Nathalie Reis, 

Nicholas Nicou, Maria Cecilia 
Lipovsek, and Vasiliki Prestidge, 
the speakers tackled terminology, 
reviewing, and productivity tools.

Cutting to the chase
Naturally, the first thing translators 
and interpreters want to check is 
any unknown terminology. 

Nicholas’s presentation guided 
us through a common scenario: 
decoding a sentence containing 
Spanish medical terminology. 
Sedom (sedom.es/diccionario) was 
the first port of call. This helped 
him decode the acronym. 

He then moved onto 
MSDManuals.com. Containing 
medical parallel texts translated 
by professional translators, it's 
a real goldmine. He then used 
Blausen.com, which provides 
video explanations, to visualise the 
concept at hand.

He then wanted to tackle 
another part of the sentence – the 
most idiomatic way of translating 

‘ingresa al hospital’ into English.
Lexico.com and OzDic.com, a mono/

bilingual dictionary and collocation 
dictionary respectively, gave him 
his answer: ‘admit to hospital’.

The final step was to put all this 
hard work together for future 
use. Entering the terms into SDL 
MultiTerm, a standalone desktop 
application bundled with SDL 
Trados Studio, allowed him to 
add additional information such as 
acronyms, a brief explanation, or 
images for future use.

Still on the topic of terminology, 
Richard recommended Iate (iate.
europa.eu). This is an electronic 
database of EU terminology with 
many translated terms sourced 
from official EU documents. I don’t 
tend to translate official documents, 
but I tested it out the week after 
the event when translating a 
sustainability proposal.

Nathalie Reis mentioned Leipzig 
University’s Corpora Collection 
(corpora.uni-leipzig.de/en) 

In June, freelance translators and interpreters gathered for a new LRG event focussed on time-saving 
linguistic resources and productivity tools. Fuschia Hutton reports

POWER 
TOOLS
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Reviews of recent events

which simultaneously searches 
419 corpus-based monolingual 
dictionaries and concurrences. 

Meanwhile, in a world where 
Trados reigns, Vasiliki Prestidge 
(pictured) recommended MemoQ. 
This has the benefit of an in-built 
termbase where you can list terms 
that may be forbidden for a given 
client, which is particularly helpful.

First check
In the round table discussions, 
other sources such as Linguee.
com and Reverso Context (context.
reverso.net) came up. I have found 
these resources helpful in the past, 
particularly with more colloquial 
sources. I also find them handy 
when brainstorming different ways 
to express something idiomatically. 
However, you should always use 
these tools with a pinch of salt and 
not take them as gospel. 

You should also approach 
Wikipedia.org with caution. It can 
be very helpful to get the gist of 

something but always remember 
that the content is crowdsourced.

The revision stage
Once we’ve tackled the 
terminology issues and produced 
a draft translation, the next step 
is review. Nathalie recommended 
Natural Reader (naturalreaders.
com), a multilingual text-to-speech 
tool which sounds decidedly more 
pleasant than Word’s equivalent. 

Richard recommended PerfectIt, 
(intelligentediting.com), a paid-for 
tool which picks up minor errors 
to produce a more polished 
document. 

Hemingway (hemingwayapp.
com/) and Grammarly.com were 
also mentioned. These help you 
produce clear, concise, and even 
persuasive texts in English. In fact, 
I have already put Hemingway 
to work on some content that I 
submitted to a client this week. 

For other languages, Language 
Tool (languagetool.org) helps 
you spot spelling mistakes and 
grammatical issues. I often use  
this to proof emails to Italian 
clients. But be careful about  
using these tools for sensitive 
client information – check T&Cs 
and NDAs.

Increasing productivity
Now you've sorted the translation, 
productivity is another area where 
tools can come in handy. 

Richard showed us how to use 
IntelliWebSearch (intelliwebsearch.
com) to set up computer shortcuts 
to access your favourite resources 
at the touch of a button. 

Tools. Where would 
we translators and 

interpreters be 
without them?
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Reviews of recent events

In a similar vein, AutoHotKey 
(autohotkey.com) allows you to 
automate repetitive functions such 
as opening a folder or sending a 
stock reply instead of laboriously 
typing it out each time. 

Maria Cecilia recommended 
Free Agent (freeagent.com), an 
accounting tool which keeps you 
on track for a monthly fee.

Interpreters' help
On the interpreting side, Maria 
Cecilia recommended Interpreters' 
Help (interpretershelp.com). This 
helps interpreters prepare for 
booth assignments by creating and 
managing glossaries and flashcards 
for revising on the go. 

She also recommended 
VoiceBoxer (voiceboxer.com), a 
virtual interpreting solution that 
seamlessly allows interpreters to 
provide their services for webinars.

In the modern world, it can be 
difficult to imagine non-digital 
tools. But Maria Cecilia and Vasiliki 
proved that analogue tools can be 
just as effective.

Their bullet journals (one 

example of which can be found at 
bulletjournal.com) help them keep 
on track with their busy schedules. 
I was particularly interested to 
hear that Vasiliki gained insights 
into her wellbeing when she 
started tracking work and health 
alongside each other.

Don’t neglect the marketing
As business owners, one thing we 
translators need to make sure we 
don’t neglect is marketing.

Nathalie showed us how to set 
up Google Alerts for companies 
or industries that we want to work 
with. News alerts arrive straight 
into your inbox. 

This can prompt us to get in 
touch with the companies in 

question and show our interest in 
their activities.

I have also used Google Alerts 
to source interesting articles for 
sharing on social media, whereas 
Vasiliki also noted the value of 
sending out a customer satisfaction 
survey to clients after a job.

Finally, social media schedulers 
are also very helpful. Maria Cecilia 
recommended Buffer (buffer.
com), while Vasiliki recommended 
Hootsuite (hootsuite.com).

All in all, it was a very productive 
and interesting event; by using 
just some of the tools that were 
discussed, those attending 
would almost certainly see an 
improvement in the quality and 
efficiency of their work.

I can attest to this myself, as I 
have already been using some 
of the tools and am planning to 
investigate others soon.

Fuschia Hutton is an Italian to 
English translator and copywriter 
specialising in marketing 
material and content. Find her at 
https://fuschiahutton.com/

I thank my lucky 
stars that I am 

translating in the 
internet age
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One of the things I like 
most about interpreting 
is its versatility.

In conference 
interpreting, although we are always 
in the booth and working mostly 
simultaneously, every assignment is a 
new challenge and an excuse to learn 
and explore new topics. 

Even those that fall under a recurrent 
category in our work list are never quite 
the same; there is always something 
different – a new viewpoint, a new 
argument, or a new approach.

In the last month alone, I have 
interpreted sessions about winemaking, 
workers’ rights, oil and gas, maritime 
aviation, and healthcare policy. No 
wonder interpreters rock it at quiz night 
in the pub!

I am fully aware this is not breaking 
news. However, there is another type 
of versatility that often goes unnoticed 
– one that relates to the business side 
of things and requires, perhaps, a more 
delicate touch.

My recent assignments have involved 
the following scenarios:
1 I worked by myself interpreting a 

series of short interventions by an 
expert host during a tasting dinner 
organised by one of my clients.

2 I shared the booth with a 
colleague “on equal footing”, as we 
had both been hired directly by 
the client.

3 I hired a trusted colleague of 
mine, who is older in age and has 

more years of experience than 
me, to share the booth during 
a conference run by one of my 
oldest clients.

4 I was invited by a dear colleague, 
who is younger than me and has 
fewer years of experience under 
her belt, to join her in the booth 
at a conference run by her client, 
with whom she has been working 
for many years.

Running the show
In the first scenario, I was running the 
show and managing only myself and the 
sound engineer. 

In the second one, my booth partner 
and I were absolute peers, both 
answering equally to the client, who was 
taking care of everything else. 

In the third scenario, I was running 
the show, calling the shots, and liaising 
with my client while looking after my 
colleague, for whom I was responsible, 
and coordinating with the sound 
engineers at the venue. 

And in the fourth scenario, although 
my contract was directly with the client,  
I was invited and recommended by  
my colleague, so she was running the 
show and I consulted her about every 
decision and suggestion before taking 
any action.

Now, to add more layers to the mix, 
the colleague in scenario three and I 
have also found ourselves working in 
setups similar to scenario two; and I 
have hired the colleague in scenario 

four for other assignments where I was 
calling the shots instead of her. There 
have also been times when I have hired 
colleagues to go in my place and act on 
my behalf.

Almost like a dance, each assignment 
is a new iteration with its own 
configuration, where we are all moving 
parts interlocking with each other in 
response to specific needs.

Not an island
I have said and written many times 
before that no interpreter is an island – 
we need each other. 

Yes, we do compete for the same 
jobs and a spot in the market, but let us 
not forget that there are always two of 
us in the booth.

So, what does it take to look a senior 
colleague in the eye and respectfully 
take the lead; or to humbly accept 
the guidance of a junior one? Well, 
precisely that: respect, humility, self-
awareness, generosity, and – most 
importantly – trust.

Are there really any individual 
winners in a relay race? After all, as 
versatile as interpreting is, it is nothing 
more than a team effort at its best – 
both in and out of the booth.

Until next time!

Maria Cecilia is a London-based 
corporate, diplomatic, and conference 
interpreter specialising in Latin America. 
She is also a guest lecturer, an amateur 
photographer, and tango dancer. Find 
her at www.mclinterpreting.com

A view from the booth
Professional Interpreter Maria Cecilia Lipovsek offers an interpreter 's perspective in her quarterly column

The many expressions  
of a familiar face 
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Guest feature

If you think that a needy client  
or the PM who sends big jobs 
on Friday afternoon are the 
worst that can happen to you, 

think again. 
Let me introduce you to your 

new nemesis – distraction. We are 
all over-exposed to stimuli, both 
physical and digital, and for many 
of us multitasking is now a natural 
part of our daily routine. 

By the time we go to bed, our 
arms are sore from all the juggling 
and we feel we have accomplished 
a decent number of things. But 
have we really? Does being 
busy necessarily mean being 
productive?

A few months ago, at a 
translation conference, I learned 
about Deep Work (DW), a 
concept coined by American 
Professor Cal Newport. He defines 
it as the “professional activities 
performed in a state of distraction-
free concentration that push your 
cognitive capabilities to their limit. 
These efforts create new value, 

improve your skill, and are hard to 
replicate.” 

A translation would be an 
example of DW. Needless to say, 
the existence of DW necessarily 
assumes there is Shallow Work 
(SW) – what we do while 
distracted, e.g. writing emails, 
posting on social media, or 
invoicing.

Newport claims that in order to 
produce elite-level work, we must 
cut out superfluous tasks – both 
personally and professionally. 

There are four philosophies 
or levels at which DW can be 
adopted: 

1. Monastic: implies saying no 
to anything which does not fall 
into the DW category;

2. Bimodal: focuses mostly on 
DW, but allows some SW tasks;

3. Rhythmic: splits the time in 
blocks dedicated to DW and 
what is left goes to SW; and

4. Journalistic: for people 
on the move who can only 
schedule up to two hours of 
DW per day.

Number one seems too extreme 
for us digital freelancers: not 
checking our email would 
promptly stop the DW flow, or any 
type of workflow for that matter.

The third philosophy is probably 
the most feasible for us, and I’ve 
been applying it to my routine for 
a few days now.

So, how does it work exactly? 
Let’s look at the main principles  
of DW.

Digital minimalism: Distance 
yourself from social media. Allot 
a specific time of day to check 
it if you suffer from FOMO 
(fear of missing out) or get cold 
sweats just at the thought of life 
without Twitter. This might be the 
hardest change, but also the most 
powerful.

Labelling and prioritising: 
Decide which tasks are deep and 

DEEP 
WORK
Does being busy necessarily mean being productive? Carolina Casado Parras

investigates Deep Work, or how to produce elite-level work by cutting out superfluous tasks
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shallow and focus on the former. 
Set tight deadlines to improve 
your focus – pressure leverages 
deep concentration and improves 
efficiency.

Setting up a routine: Make 
a daily plan with blocks of time 
for DW and stick to it. Allow 
‘flexible’ blocks to accommodate 
unexpected projects, but resist 
the urge to shuffle things around 
constantly.

Benefit from ‘downtime’: Use 
repetitive tasks such as driving, 
walking the dog, or washing up to 
dig deeper into your mental work. 
Most great ideas pop up when 
you are away from your desk. 
(Transcreators know this only  
too well!)

Jog your memory: Keeping 
your brain active with 
memory games enhances your 
concentration.

Take your pleasures seriously: 
When you are done, shut down 
your computer and enjoy your 
time off (away from the internet, if 
possible).

The first step is to build a 
routine. You need to find a 
distraction-free space with all 
the resources you need. Take a 
planner and, based on your work 
for that day, decide which blocks 
of time will be for DW. 

You can start with 30-minute 
slots and increase them over time. 
You have to set rules for yourself, 
and this might sound like overkill, 
but it is crucial; I have even written 
mine down to take them seriously.

For example, are you going to 
turn off all notifications? What 
websites can you use? Will you 
open the front door if someone 
knocks? 

Little by little, you will create a 
routine and will find it easier to 

follow it. You will also notice the 
best conditions to carry out your 
DW: music or silence? Tea or 
coffee? Cat or no cat?

How can you tell if your 
productivity and efficiency have 
improved? By assessing your 
routine, of course. Keep track of 
the time devoted to DW and SW 
and figure out how long you need 
for different tasks.

Can you cut it down? You 
probably can! I have been surprised 
by how much faster I can translate 
or write an article by giving myself a 
90- or 120-minute window. 

Also, how are you feeling? 

Spending less time on social media 
might make you anxious or it might 
mean you are relieved.

There are times when the usual 
DW routine simply does not work. 
Maybe you have received a new 
type of project or feel particularly 
distracted for some reason. It is 
time to execute a ‘grand gesture’. 

Newport suggests that “a 
radical change to your normal 
environment” might “increase the 
perceived importance of the task.”

An example of a grand gesture 
is Bill Gates’s ‘think week’ – twice 
a year, he secludes himself in a 
forest away from technology to 
think and reflect. Not all of us can 
do that, right? But we needn’t aim 
so high; our grand gesture could 
be changing scenery by working 
in a café or the library for a week 

or not checking our email at all for 
three days to focus exclusively on a 
translation job.

When I started reading about 
DW, I wondered about co-
working and co-translation, both 
of which are an active part of my 
professional life. 

According to Newport, 
collaborative work is beneficial 
but, to the dismay of open-plan-
office advocates, only after the 
fact. That means you brainstorm 
with others and then, when you 
are alone again, you reap the 
benefits while deep working. 

When I was preparing to write 
this article, I reflected on a co-
translation session I had with 
some colleagues. It’s true that we 
discussed and brainstormed, but 
it was only after a few days, alone 
in my office, that I gathered my 
thoughts and transformed them 
into a blog post, hence benefiting 
from the work we did together. 

If this article has sparked your 
curiosity, you can read Newport’s 
books. Also, Udemy offers a free 
online course on the principles 
of Deep Work; it’s already in my 
planner for the autumn! 

I would like to leave you with 
the quote that made me especially 
interested in this theory. Newport 
argues that “focus is the new IQ 
in the knowledge economy, and 
that individuals who cultivate their 
ability to concentrate without 
distraction will thrive.”

Now, do you want to thrive? 
Maybe this is a good place to start!

Carolina Casado Parras is an 
EN/FR>ES translator working in 
creative fields. You can find her  
at www.vibrantwordstranslations.
com, on LinkedIn, or on Twitter 
@VibrantWordsT 

Guest feature

Focus is the 
new IQ in the 

knowledge 
economy
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LRG Member interview

Fuschia Hutton
In this issue, we caught up with LRG member  
Fuschia Hutton about her experiences as a translator

Tell us a little bit about your background. 

I grew up in the surprisingly multicultural city of Milton 
Keynes, but knew I wanted to move on from there at 
a very young age. I studied Italian and Philosophy in 
Leeds and spent stints in Urbino and Calabria in Italy. 
I have to admit I’m surprised I live in London and not 
somewhere more exotic!

When did you first become interested in languages?  

When I was 10, my family sponsored a Bolivian boy 
about the same age as me. We would receive photos 
and his letters along with their translations, 
and I was fascinated. I then started teaching 
myself Spanish, initially so that I could 
one day write him a letter. I never 
stopped. My school didn’t offer 
Spanish, so I studied French to A-level 
(it’s now dreadful because I never 
kept it up). A kind French teacher 
who spoke Spanish helped me take 
my GCSE in Spanish. When it came to 
choosing my university course, I wanted 
to take Spanish but couldn’t find a course 
that accepted me as a student with just a 
GCSE, so I chose what I thought was the next best 
thing: Italian. Like many translators, I’ve dabbled in 
many languages, but the only ones I can speak with 
any proficiency are Italian and Spanish. Nonetheless, a 
long-term aim is to become functional in Cantonese, 
my husband’s mother tongue.

When and why did you decide to pursue a career 
in translation?

As soon as I started learning Spanish, I knew I 
wanted to be a translator. I would spend my holidays 
translating Spanish teen magazines(!). When I 
graduated, I spent a stint at a well-known (and 
much-maligned) translation agency and fell out of 
love with the idea: the projects I worked on were 
huge IT manuals and it all seemed very robotic. 
Instead, I followed a career in international media 
and advertising, where I stayed for nine years. The 

translation idea came up again when I was about to go 
on maternity leave and knew I didn’t want to return to 
a corporate environment with a small child and have to 
deal with the drop-offs and sick days: it would give me 
the opportunity to create a flexible schedule, taking 
on as much or as little as I wanted. As I investigated 
more, I realised that I wouldn’t have to translate 
huge technical pieces if I didn’t want to. I started out 
translating articles for a sustainable craft magazine, 
drew on my background in marketing and advertising 
to decide my niche, and it went from there.
 
Have you been to any interesting translation 
events recently?

In addition to recent ITI LRG events (for one of 
which I provided the write-up on pages 4 to 6 

of this issue), I recently attended an informal 
lunch for lifestyle translators organised by 

Nathalie Reis. It was a really good event 
where we chatted about all sorts of topics, 
particularly transcreation.

What kind of projects have you been 
working on recently?

I translated Serve With Style: Customer service 
in the age of experience by Carlo Pignataro, a 

luxury brand expert. The book tackles the topic of 
customer service and how those working in this field 
can develop their skills to survive. This was the biggest 
project I’ve taken on so far, and it was amazing to see it 
finally published.

What are your plans for the future?

I want to take an in-depth SEO course. I offer SEO 
keyword research and content optimisation but 
think this is something that would help me add more 
value as the translation industry changes. I always try 
to keep one foot in the translation world and one in 
the copywriting world. In the far future, I’d love to 
add Spanish to my working languages, but for now, 
maintaining one language is time-consuming enough!

Fuschia Hutton is an Italian to English translator and 
copywriter specialising in marketing material and 
content. Find her at https://fuschiahutton.com/
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AROUND THE 
WEB

Your regular digest of the top translation, interpreting, and  
language-related news on the Net

"LOLs in translation"
Chortle (bit.ly/30ijp3e) 

As August is Edinburgh Fringe season, this humorous 
sponsored post by Babbel runs the rule over adapting 

humour for international audiences.

"Court interpreters in limbo after sub-contractor 'ceases 
operations'"
The Law Society Gazette (bit.ly/2HlPBeK)

This news piece reports on a courtroom interpreting sub-
contractor's collapse and its impact on interpreters.

"2 Interpreters Test Their Interpreting Skills (Speed Challenge)"
WIRED via YouTube (bit.ly/2Xtr7Ki) 

 
In this second video looking behind the scenes at 

interpreting, Barry Slaughter Olsen and Katty Kauffman  
test their interpreting skills in high-pressure situations.

"Sign language interpreter steals show during Twista concert"
Evening Standard (bit.ly/2Hks1Pk)
 
This piece puts the spotlight on Amber Galloway Gallego, an 
American sign language interpreter who went viral after her 
excellent on-stage interpretation of US rapper Twista.

"We need languages graduates to steer us through our  
post-Brexit troubled waters"

The Guardian (bit.ly/2GBGpSM)

This article ponders the impact of language department 
closures on the UK's international relations.
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Dates for your Diary

Saturday,  
14 September 2019
15:00 to 18:00

LRG Tour of Europe in Six Wines: A Wine Tasting Evening 
Venue: 65 Wavendon Avenue, London W4 4NT
Cost: £20 per head

A new departure for LRG, Tim Andrews, a member of the Association of Wine Educators, 
will take us on a tour of Europe, tasting wines as we go.

Full details available on page 2. To book: lrgwinetasting.eventbrite.co.uk

Saturday,  
19 October 2019 
10:30 to 13:30

Spotlight on High-Level Conference & Business Interpreting 
Venue: University of Westminster, 115 New Cavendish Street, London W1W 6UW
Cost: £10 for LRG members; £15 for non-LRG members

Expert speakers including Jordan Lancaster, Maria Cecilia Lipovsek, and Maha El-
Metwally will present on high-level interpreting, followed by a carousel session.

Full details available on page 2. To book: spotlightinterpretinglrg.eventbrite.co.uk

Sunday,  
17 November 2019 
12:45 to 13:30

LLS: 'Unconventional Routes Into Translation'
Venue: Olympia London, Hammersmith Road, Hammersmith, London W14 8UX
Cost: Free for all

A panel of speakers will describe their personal route into the profession and explain 
how they learned to make more use of their foreign language capability.

Full details available on page 2. To book: bit.ly/2NoirPm

Friday,  
6 December 2019 
19:00 to 21:30

London Regional Group AGM and Annual Christmas Party
Venue: The Glassblower, 40-42 Glasshouse St, Soho, London W1B 5JY
Cost: £15 for LRG members; £20 for non-LRG members

We hope to welcome long-term and newer members for a review of the LRG year, the 
Committee’s proposals for CPD and social activities, and a splendid Christmas buffet.

Full details available on page 2. To book: lrgchristmasparty2019.eventbrite.co.uk

The views expressed in authored articles are those of the writer(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the LRG or its Committee.

LRG Committee contacts

Chairman & ITI Liaison
Pamela Mayorcas                         
info@iti-lrg.org.uk 

Treasurer
Oliver Walter                               
treasurer@iti-lrg.org.uk

Membership Secretary
Rebecca Hendry                                   
membership@iti-lrg.org.uk
 
Webmaster
Daniela Ford                                   
webmaster@iti-lrg.org.uk 

Newsletter Editor
Nicholas Nicou                                  
editor@iti-lrg.org.uk

Interpreters' Representatives
Lorna Sandler                          
adept.LRS@btinternet.com 

Débora Chobanian 
dchob@hotmail.co.uk

Publicity Officer
Nathalie Reis                                      
n.reis@btinternet.com

Events Secretary
Marta Prieto
events@iti-lrg.org.uk

Events Coordinator
Natalie Clark
events@iti-lrg.org.uk

Minutes Secretary
Pat Wheeler                                  
pmlwheeler@gmail.com

IT adviser
Peter Linton                                
peter@lintononline.co.uk
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